




The Foundation Women In Africa (WIA) Philanthropy's mission is to promote 

the diffusion of education in the field of economic development, and more 

specifically the training of future creators of innovative companies.

Our objectifves is to enable high-potential entrepreneurs to meet personally 

with leading pan-African and global leaders, investors and decision-makers, 

and to Integrate the 1st International Club of Women Entrepreneurs on 

the Continent. We aim to provide them with tools, network, and training and 

development on the long term. WIA Philanthropy is one of the pilars of the 

global initiative Women in Africa founded by Aude de Thuin, committed to the 

cause of women for 20 years, which aims to become the first international 

platform for economic development and support of African women leaders 

and high potential.

To facilitate its missions, WIA has created a digital platform where it groups 

the entrepreneurs of its programme: WIA Entrepreneurs' club.

In 2019, this platform will be open to as many people as possible with  

services dedicated to selected entrepreneurs as part of our Foundation  

programmes.

Fatoumata Ba, co-founder of Jumia, and CEO of Janngo, has been  

named godmother of the Foundation. She brings her expertise and network to  

showcase the Foundation and the women supported in our programmes.

The boot camp is organized by Honoris United Universities and hosted in 

one of the network’ institution campus in Marrakech (EMSI).

Since its creation, WIA Philanthropy has been supported by Roland Berger 

strategy consulting firm in the definition and implementation of its actions and 

in the development of its programmes.
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The Missions of the Foundation have gathered

around 4 major programs:

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMME 54

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP STUDY

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP ADVOCACY

WIA ENTREPRENEURS’ CLUB PLATFORM

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMME 54

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP STUDY

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP ADVOCACY

WIA ENTREPRENEURS’ CLUB PLATFORM

THE MISSIONS OF THE FOUNDATION HAVE 

GATHERED AROUND 4 MAJOR PROGRAMMES
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WIA PHILANTHROPY
MISSIONS

Create the 1st Network for African Women 
Entrepreneurs

Enable high-potential African entrepreneurs to meet personally with leading 

pan-African and global leaders, investors and decision-makers at WIA events 

and more specifically at the WIA Annual Summit in Marrakech. Give access to 

innovative business creators to the first International Club of Women Leaders 

on the Continent (WIA Club) and providing free access to the WIA Link digital 

platform for connecting this club.

Develop a sense of belonging by proposing follow-ups of each promotion and 

synergies between the entrepreneurs of the continent: WIA Entrepreneurs’ 

Club.

Give visibility to women entrepreneurs
WIA Revelations night - 54 selected entrepreneurs including the  

8 revelations who will have the chance to pitch their projects to nearly  

400 international leaders.

WIA Media: Conduct exclusive interviews & give visibility on our WIA Mag 

communication media, our Newsletter and Social Networks, and on our  

digital WIA-Link platform.

Media and institutions partnership: establish partnerships with the media 

and certain groups, institutions and conferences to highlight the selected 

profiles and guarantee them maximum radiation and visibility beyond their 

borders.
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Mentor and train on the long term

Creation of a digital platform dedicated to the training of entrepreneurs on 

WIA-Link: MOOC to develop the skills of entrepreneurs (speaking, pitch,  

business opportunities) available in unlimited for registered entrepreneurs 

from 2017.

In advance of the annual Women in Africa Summit, create a coaching  

program for all selected 2018: WIA Entrepreneurship Bootcamp 2018.

Offer each of the 54 young women entrepreneurs free one-year training  

tailored to their specific needs to accelerate their project in partnership with 

Honoris United Universities, the first pan-African network of private higher 

education.

Create content and follow the evolutions

Conduct of a study Women in Africa Entrepreneurship: a Path to Women 

Empowerment, a study conducted in collaboration with Roland Berger. The 

aim is to draw up a fluoroscopy of women's entrepreneurship in all African 

countries and to draw lessons and recommendations for the African and 

world economy.

Implementation of a giant Brainstorm (200 people) on the entrepreneurship 

realized during our Regional Summit of Dakar in collaboration with Kaos 

Consulting then fed in distance for several months on our platforms. This 

brainstorm helped to consolidate the priority actions to be put in place by 

governments, businesses and civil society in the world of entrepreneurship 

in Africa. WIA's role is to position itself as a spokesperson for restitution of 

this work in the form of advocacy at the annual summit to obtain maximum 

resonance on the subject.



Fatoumata Ba
Co-founder Jumia and CEO Janngo

Godmother of WIA Philanthropy

Anne Bioulac
Co-Managing Partner Roland Berger

President Wia Philanthropy Scientific Committee

Marine Liboz Thomas
Entrepreneur in Digital and Women Empowerment 

President WIA Philanthropy

Alexandre Maymat
Head of the Africa & Overseas Territories Region, 

Societe Generale Group

Major Patron of 

WIA Entrepreneurship Programme 54

WIA PHILANTHROPY
 ME 54 GOVERNANCE



WIA Philanthropy launched the WIA Entrepreneurship Programme 54. Thanks 

to the support of Societe Generale, and in collaboration with Roland Berger, 

the WIA Philanthropy Foundation identifies and selects innovative women  

entrepreneurs by connecting with more than 800 African and international  

institutions on the continent.

Fatoumata Ba, godmother of the Foundation was therefore named first  

godmother of the first class of programme 54 and will participate in the first  

bootcamp organized for this first class of 54.

To enable the entrepreneurial projects to be recognized and to amplify 
the Foundation's visibility missions, it was also decided to create a true relay  

community thanks to the country's digital godmother for the WIA  

Entrepreneurship Programme 54.
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Edith Yah Brou
Founder of buzzyafrica.com

Digital Godmother for Ivory Coast

WIA Entrepreneurship Programme 54

Dacia Munezero
Digital Godmother for Burundi  

WIA Philanthropy Entrepreneurship 

Programme 54

Diane Audrey Ngako
CEO of Omenkart

Digtal Godmother Cameroun 

WIA Entrepreneurship Programme 54

TRAINING & COMMUNICATION 
PILLARS

Laura Kakon
Global Chief Marketing Officer, 

Honoris United Universities

Orientation & Training Patron for the WIA 

Entrepreneurship Programme 54



Edith Brou, a true "crazy geekette passionate about drones and high-tech" 

and founder of buzzyafrica.com, was chosen to be the first digital sponsor in 

Ivory Coast.

She was joined by Dacia Munezero, a 29-year-old Burundian who co- 

founded with her three friends the Burundian blogging collective Yaga in 

2015. 

They have just been joined by Diane Audrey Ngako for Cameroon, CEO of 

Omenkart, Founder of the website VisitLafrique.com, Forbes 30 under 30.

The objective of the programme is to:

- Identify and bring together 54 women entrepreneurs from 54 African   

countries every year at the WIA Annual Summit,

- Network them and ensure maximum visibility through our media and media 

partnerships,

- Train them and support them in the long-term in 3 stages:

• Organization of a 2-day bootcamp prior of the summit to coach them on 

the fundamentals of a startup at pivotal moments of development.

• Training (certificates, masters, executive education, etc ...) within one of the 

8 institutions accessible on one of the 48 campus or learning center of the 

Honoris United Universities.

• Training tutorial on entrepreneurs’ needs (2019) via our digital platform WIA-

Link.
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From April 12, 2018 to May 10, 2018, the Women In Africa Philanthropy 

Foundation launched for the second consecutive year a call for applications 

for African women entrepreneurs.

800 institutions were approached to relay the call to incubators, institutions 

and organizations in contact with African entrepreneurs across the continent.

More than 1,200 applications were received from 52 of the 54 African 

countries in less than a month.

THE PRE-SELECTION

The strategy consulting firm Roland Berger, founding patron of this programme 

and Women In Africa have made a pre-selection based on previously defined 

criteria:

 • Innovative product or service or technology with high social impact

 • Company created or managed by an African woman

 • First pull on the market (turnover, number of users, raised funds)

 • Scalability of the proven business model

 • Strong growth potential, ambitious team with strong execution  

  capacity.

According to the major issues identified by the World Bank for Africa of the 

future, 7 sectors were selected:

Education • Health • Energy  • Finance 

Social innovation • Tech & digital • Agriculture

2018 LAUREATES AND REVELATIONS

 A RIGOROUS SELECTION
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FINAL SELECTION

This pre-selection was submitted to the votes of an international jury for the 

election of 8 revelations (7 sectors and a gold award) that will be performed 

on stage during the evening dedicated to the WIA Philanthropy programmes 

at the Women in Africa Annual Summit in Marrakech. 

In order to have as much objectivity as possible and an operational  
representativeness, the members of the jury were divided by sector as  

follows:

 • 1 entrepreneur referent of the sector

 • 1 of a large international company

 • 1 member of the startup ecosystem - investment fund, 

   incubator,  media.

WIA Philanthropy's ambition is to turn this programme into a real  
professional pipeline of high-potential African entrepreneurs that many other 

foundations, private companies or institutions could support as a result of  

the first selection and viability work we have done.
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2018 LAUREATES & REVELATIONS
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Egypt - Morocco

Algeria - Tunisia

Lybia

Benin - Burkina Faso

Serra Leone - Togo

Senegal - Ivory Coast 

Guinea Bissau - Guinea

Ghana - Gambia 

Mali - Liberia 

Mauritania - Cape Verde

Nigeria - Niger

Nigeria 

São Tomé and Principe - Cameroon

Central African Republic - Chad

Republic of Congo

Gabon - Equatorial Guinea

Burundi - Djibouti

Somalia - Tanzania

Ethiopia - Eritrea

Kenya - Sudan

South Sudan - Uganda

Uganda - Rwanda 

Zimbabwe - Zombia

South Africa - Botswana

Comores - Lesotho

Malawi - Madagascar

Mozambique - Mauritius

Namibia - Swaziland Eswatini Kingdom

NORTHERN AFRICA

WESTERN AFRICA

CENTRAL AFRICA

EASTERN AFRICA

SOUTHERN AFRICA



GEMS offers technological solutions for irrigation in agriculture to reduce 

water consumption. Moistube: underground porous tube, delivering water 

slowly and continuously, thanks to a unique technology. 

What is your ambition for Africa?

Given that we have the exclusivity of this system in Morocco and in North 

Africa, GEMS' first aim is to tackle the growing challenge of cost and rarity 

of water.

Morocco
Meryam El Ouafi

GEMS

Aspire is an enterprise dedicated to ending violence against women. They 

provide sexual harassment and abuse prevention training programme services 

but also support resources to violence victims and children of abused women.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We dream of a gender based violence free Africa where a young girls' future 

is not a reflection of her gender or socioeconomic status.

Egypt
Basant Motawi
ASPIRE

NORTHEN AFRICA

Gold Award 2018 WIA
Roland Berger Société Générale
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Seabex is an app based on Embedded system provided with environmental 

sensors (temperature humidity…) which fosters optimized irrigation, taking 

the specific agricultural needs into account.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Making Africa a pillar for agriculture. Improving the life of more than 60% of 

the population that works in agriculture by making water more available, sa-

ving resources and increasing the agriculture production in terms of quantity 

and quality.

Rdv Toubib is an online service which helps doctors to offer a better  

patient care through the management of their waiting room, improve their 

communication and offer online appointments. 

What is your enterprise ambition for Africa?

Work to put the patient in the center of the health system in Africa by  

deploying IDEEOH solutions in the French speaking African countries in the 

mid-term and then connect those countries together.

Tunisia
Amira Cheniour
I.T.GRAPES / SEABEX

Algeria
Samia Khedim

RDV TOUBIB
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Atomus is a startup specialized in technology education. It developed 

School Connect, which is a platform that provides parents with an easy 

solution to have a insight in their child's education and enables 

communication with schools.

Why did you create School Connect?

Because we care about the early stages of the child and want his or her 

character to develop in a healthy way, we have many goals in developping our 

product, which will be a strategic plan executed gradually.

Libya
Tofaha Awad Saheem
ATOMUS
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WESTERN AFRICA

Les Gourmandises de Karelle is a digital startup specialized in culinary creations.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We would like to become the reference as a culinary blog in francophone 

Africa. We want to be the virtual recipe collection reference for cooking from 

Africa and abroad.

Benin
Karelle Vignon-Vullierme

LES GOURMANDISES
DE KARELLE

Paper sales bags instead of plastic ones to preserve environment quality 

and beauty. It is particularly in line with government's measures in 

forbidding plastic bags in Burkina Faso.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our ambition is to protect Brukinabé and African environment by reducing 

the use of plastic packaging, making it better for next generations!

Burkina Faso
Aissa Traoré

BIOBAG
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Handmade chocolate made with traditional methods from cocoa beans 

harvest to commercialization.

The cooperative also empowers rural women and young people by giving 

them additional income.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our ambition is to become the biggest enterprise of cocoa transformation 

in Africa.
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Togo
Délia Diabangouya
CHOCOTOGO

Africa’s Moneypreneur is a financial education platform to help discuss mo-

ney and finances easy and fun.

What is your ambition for Africa?

To be able to get this conversation around Africa largely through collabora-

tions with other women initiatives.

Sierra Leone
Christine Sesay

AFRICA’S
MONEYPRENEUR

WESTERN AFRICA



Adwowi inc. (advertising worldwide) is an exchange plateform for adverti-

sing space offer and demand, connecting professionals or private screen 

owners with advertisers all around the world, and among its social network 

members.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Enabling economy stakeholders in Africa to advocate for the largest and 

most distant audience possible, at an affordable cost.

Ivory Coast

Fanta Bernah de 
Font-Reaulx

ADWOWI AFRICA SA

Develops a Geographical Information System to link farmers and school 

canteens. The aim is to improve public schools’ conditions, reinforce food 

distribution, and the agricultural sector.

What is your ambition for Africa?

After the proof of concept, the Lifantou project wishes to expand to the whole 

country. Our objective is to bring the solution to 500 canteens for the next 5 

years in Senegal and to start our expansion in West Africa.

Senegal
Awa Thiam
LIFANTOU

WESTERN AFRICA
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InnovaLab (a social enterprise) is the pioneer innovation accelerator in 

Guinea-Bissau.

What is your ambition for Africa?

My ambition is to expand InnovaLab to the entire national territory transforming 

maximum ideas into real companies that will manage a large number of jobs 

for young unemployed people to create a consistent business ecosystem 

and externalize outsourcing to InnovaLab for sub-Saharan Africa.

ZJ ALLIANCE is a transport company in Conakry. The offer is based on 

quality differentiation, with air conditioning, reliable drivers and affordable 

prices with GPS and WIFI on board.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We want to bring to Guinea the same level of services you can find in any 

country in the world. We want to improve transport service, renew the 

image of taxis, while educating drivers on traffic regulations and the excel-

lence of service.

Guinea Bissau
Claudinecia Gomes Cabral
INNOVALAB

Guinea
Barry Fatoumata Aguibou
ZI ALLIANCE SARL

WESTERN AFRICA
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F4AF is an online creative fundraising platform that gives professional, ta-

lented young people and children the opportunity to express their talents 

and make a difference in Africa.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our vision is an Africa where all children have the encouragement, opportu-

nity and resources to unlock their full creative and academic potential, ena-

bling them to challenge stereotyped views of gender, lineage and status with 

regard to creative expression.

Training women in using the latest technologies and focusing in coding. 

Then, they connect them to projects and jobs related to the skills acquired.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We see ourselves as a Pan-African company and have plans to extend our 

work beyond the borders of Ghana. This is why we have built our artificial in-

telligence powered platform that connects females from anywhere in Africa 

to opportunities in the tech ecosystem from anywhere in the world.

Ghana
Ivy Barley

DEVELOPERS IN VOGUE

Gambia
Mansata Kurang

FREESTYLE 4 AFRICA 
FOUNDATION
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Manufacture of beauty products made from shea, 100% made in Mali.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Create the next largest cosmetics industry in Africa.

Mali
Soreya Adam Sylla
SOREYA GARDEN

It is a science, engineering and technology school. METS Afrika4D strives to 

inspire a new generation of Liberian females who will have a keen desire to 

pursue a STEM to promote a custom-fit STEM culture in West Africa, with a 

focus on empowering girls and women for them to pursue a career in these 

high priority fields.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We wish to serve as a destination STEM Innovation Hub in Liberia that 

fosters extensive R&D in STEM industries, while establishing subsidiary 

branches to reach populations across the continent.

Liberia
Marjanne Baker
METS AFRIKA 4D

WESTERN AFRICA
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Scientia’s purpose is to help other small companies, especially those owned by 

women with their marketing and strategic expertise. We have a social goal that 

is to provide women with the necessary tools to reach their own independence.

What is your ambition for Africa?

My ambition is to become a well-known marketing and sales company in 

West Africa initially.

We provide a crowdfunding platform for entrepreneurs and give people the 

opportunity to raise funds by SMS.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Goomfund is an SMS-based crowdfunding platform which also supports 

funding by credit cards. My aim is to give young entrepreneurs in Africa ac-

cess to funding in order to start their own business.

Mauritania
Dikel Fofana

GOOMFUND

Cape Verde

Elaine Dia Leitão
Da Graça

SCIENTIA
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A mobile app providing full support to expectant mothers during the full term of 

their pregnancy. They can receive childcare tips for their child’s life. The app is 

organized into three categories (prenatal consultation, calendar management 

and postnatal consultation) and delivers personalized information to users: es-

timated due date, text messages to remind of medical appointments, specific 

cooking classes and nutrition information by different media.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our ambition is to contribute to creating a new community of happy and 

healthy mummies, with sane and blooming children.

Niger
Nadia Jean Elegbédé
ANAJI MOBILE DEV

Nigeria
Chika Madubuko
GREYMATE CARE

It is a kind of « Uber for home care »: an online platform connecting the 

precarious people to professional caregivers. It includes companionship, 

home assistance and personal care services.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Greymate Care aims to be the go-to platform for in-home care in Africa with 

over 150,000 caregivers, thus providing jobs and alleviating unemployment.

Revelation WIA Social Innovation

WESTERN AFRICA
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Nigeria
Eneotse Unoogwu

FARM BIZ

It is a post-harvest management system leveraging on renewable energy to 

power an off-grid cold chain. It tackles the problem of losses and offers a farm-to-

table food system for smallholder farmers and micro traders, especially women.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our ambition is to bridge the gap and optimize the African agricultural logistics 

solutions with cost effective innovative solutions for cold storages, refrigerated 

transportation. They are powered by renewable energy sources like solar, for 

the benefit of smallholder farmers, small traders, thus enabling better commer-

cialization of perishable agricultural produce.

Nigeria
Elizabeth Kperrun

LIZZIE'S CREATION

Simplifies learning for African children with digital tools in their native lan-

guage with educational mobile apps, video contents e.g. Teseem: teaching 

first words in English and native African languages.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We use detailed analytics that allow us measure the exact total number of 

users. We have already achieved 120,000 downloads and average 2,000 

active users daily across our apps. We intend to grow this number with the 

development and release of 3 new apps.

Revelation WIA Education

Revelation WIA Agriculture
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The startup is dedicated to the creation and implementation of tech inno-

vations in education. In April 2018, the abcCode program was launched to 

teach children how to code in their native language.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our mission for Africa is to influence the next generation of technological ge-

nius. At their earliest age, we aim at giving youth (young women specifically) 

a creative spirit, a critical mind and real competitive aptitudes in technolo-

gies such as computer code, robotics, entrepreneurship.

Cameroon
Arielle Kitio

CAYTSI

Tentacão is a company that produces food from Sao Tome such as 

home-made biscuits, healthy muesli and cocoa creams, mostly targeting 

tourists.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Empower entrepreneur women and give them rights and conditions so they 

can become the change they want to see in Africa.

São Tomé And Principe
Nozelina Fernandes
TENTACÃO

CENTRAL AFRICA
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Sahitna is a mobile and web platform conceived to organize and facilitate 

medical interactions for women and children. We also provide data to the 

government in order to improve public health care measures.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our ambition is to offer an efficient IT tool for mothers and children, to 

reduce maternal and childhood mortality.

Chad
Falmata Hassane Awada
SAHITNA

Handicap Vaincu is an entrepreneurial organization in Central African Republic, 

which trains and helps people with barriers to work providing them with basic 

education.

What is your ambition for Africa?

My ambition for Africa is to bring back the lost sentiment of the community 

by supporting the disabled in building a living of their own and becoming 

part of our society.

HANDICAP VAINCU

Central African Republic

Mauricette Kobozo
Yadibert
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Agri-food enterprise specialized in production, transformation and commer-

cialization of pork meats, targeting to produce cold meat made in Congo. 

What is your ambition for Africa?

We aim at counting among African leaders of food processing, for pork 

meat but also other agricultural products. Agrobusiness also plans to create 

numerous jobs in every segment of our activity: production, transformation 

or distribution, to become a flower of the country’s economy.

This digital agency aims at providing a turnkey tourism offer in sub-Saharan 

Africa, from visa to flight tickets, with a perfect quality.

What is your ambition for Africa?

It is time for Africa to win globalization challenge in all aspects.

Republic of the Congo
Clenne Mouangou
C.M AGROBUSINESS

Republic of the Congo
Sandra Mope

SEJOUR AU PAYS

CENTRAL AFRICA
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Origines is a creation workshop on sarong (an African cloth), wood and 

different recycled materials.

What is your ambition for Africa?

To make products by us, for us and for everyone.

It is an agri-food business that puts forward local agricultural products.

What is your ambition for Africa?

The image we have of products made in Africa is often poor. I would like to 

change this vision and show that we can make excellent products here in 

Africa.

Equatorial Guinea
Nsie Nami Brigitte
ORIGINES

The Founder

Gabon
Jessica Medza Allogo

BIOZEN
The Company
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This startup provides solutions in information system.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Through EMEHERI platform, I would like to bring a new matrimonial and 

technological revolution in Africa.

Global Artisans is an NGO providing artisan training to vulnerable people 

in Burundi. We aim at placing them into production cooperatives after their 

training and and connect them to national and international markets. They 

also work with young entrepreneurs.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Make African handcraft products shine in the world.

Burundi
Marlene Iradukunda

CIRORE

Djibouti

Roukiya Mohamed
Abdoulkader

DJIB SOFTECH

EASTERN AFRICA
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Kasole Secrets is about sanitary pads and products. It sells napkins  

embedded with bamboo charcoal but also provides women menstrual  

hygiene education and trainings.

What is your ambition for Africa?

To become a leading company in Africa in the promotion of a better, safer 

and healthier menstrual life for African girls and women.

Tanzania
Hyasintha B.Ntuyeko
KASOLE SECRETS

Somalia
Muna Magan
RIYAN ORGANICS

The Riyan brand sells skincare products made with African ingredients.

Riyan Organics is based on the idea that beauty products should be made 

of pure, sustainable and ethical ingredients.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We believe that business can be a ‘Source for Good’ so we engage in  

Positive Enterprise.
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A social platform to inform and engage Africans in the Diaspora, helping them 

get access to funding and fostering dialogue and actions. We strive for direct 

collaboration with social entrepreneurs and business leaders.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We are in the process of developing Africa Impact Investment Fund in order 

to help grassroots entrepreneurs in Africa and the Diaspora to get access 

to funding.

Ethiopia
Saron Mechale
GO TEFF

GoTeff is a nutrition brand that produces teff-based food products and  

supports small-holder farmers in Ethiopia.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Our ambition is to expand to other super-food and products made by African 

farmers. Our vision is to re-brand the African story and provide econo-

mic empowerment to the small-holder farmers who are the backbone of  

the continent.

Eritrea

Almaz Negash

AFRICAN
DIASPORA NETWORK

EASTERN AFRICA
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Sudan
Tarneem Saeed

ALSOUG

Alsoug is Sudan’s largest online classifieds website which aims at bringing  

transparency and efficiency to the way Africans transact with each other. It is 

about direct-dealing with no middle-man.

What is your ambition for Africa?

To bring transparency and efficiency to the way Africans transact with each other.

Majic water is a solution for the harvest of clean drinking water contained in the  

atmosphere, powered by solar energy. The technology uses sponge like  

desiccant materials attracting moisture from the humidity, releasing it into vapor.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We look to have our atmospheric water generators in every semi-arid and arid 

regions in Africa especially countries facing water scarcity.

Kenya
Beth Wanjiku Koigi

MAGIC WATER

Revelation WIA Energy

Revelation WIA Tech
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Ayiam is a sort of cyber coffee, offering basic food and IT supplies in a city 

where the access to those basics are both complicated and rare.

What is your ambition for Africa?

I love helping Africa to solve numerous problems like food insecurity and  

underdevelopment. I know I can do it through business and entrepre-

neurship. Thanks to dedicated and compassionate roles of African women, 

a change is going to come.

South Sudan
Akuol Akour Chour
AYIAM ENTREPRISE

It is a data collection mobile app for low income health facilities and  

community health camps. It is based on a health data aggregation platform 

for all health facilities and health related organizations. The offer is free for 

low income health facilities and very cheap for larger hospitals.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We at Digi Health want to see an Africa where all health related information, 

trends and statistics are available to decision makers in order to accurately 

allocate resources.

Uganda
Jacqueline Mutumba
DIGIHEALTH

Revelation WIA Health

EASTERN AFRICA
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Offers micro loans to unemployed youths and women in Arua and Uganda 

at large, from micro and agricultural loans to mobile money services. It also 

provides financial literacy trainings.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Favourline Financial Solution’s ambition for Africa is to have a financially  

empowered youth.

IRIBA Water Group is a social enterprise that deals with water treatment and 

supply in remote communities with water scarcity.

What is your ambition for Africa?

IRIBA exists to ensure clean water accessibility to everyone in Rwanda and 

throughout Africa.

Uganda
Driciru Favourite

FAVOURLINE

Rwanda
Yvette Ishmwe

IRIBA

Revelation WIA Fin Tech
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Offering financial services and solutions to low income and margina-

lized women using a guarantee model to provide short term credit and  

investment with no collateral risks.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Have a financially included Africa that is innovative and impacted through 

deepening of financial markets so that all Africans, especially women, can 

benefit from affordable and sustainable financial services.

Zambia

Vwanganji Bowa

MIGHTY FINANCE
SOLUTION LIMITED

Zimbabwe
Anoziva Ishe Marindire

POWER CLASSES
4 WOMEN

They provide support for girls (from 14 to 25 years old ) with low income 

through advocacy and coding after-school programmes.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We plan to expand our reach to Southern Africa within the next 5 years.

SOUTHERN AFRICA
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Botswana
Bookie Kethusegile

B-WOM HOLDINGS INC

Launched the Princess D Menstrual Cup, a silicone cup reusable for up to 

10 years, offering 12 hours of leak-free protection.

What is your ambition for Africa?

To grow extensively in Africa by offering the Princess D Menstrual Cup to 

keep girls in school and bring them through menstruation education.

Holding company for investment in property, company shares and money 

markets; provision of accommodation; agricultural farming projects.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Mobilizing African women to invest across the continent individually and as 

a collective through a company I have registered in Botswana, and a friend 

has registered in Nigeria as Women Build Africa (Pty) Ltd to leverage women 

numbers and harness their capacities. In this regard, we have started up an 

NGO for women’s socio-economic empowerment called Mosadi Khumo.

South Africa
Shamila Ramjawan

FARMARAM
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Biozen is an enterprise of local aromatic plant transformation into organic 

cosmetic products and essential oils.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Biozen produces essential oil and organic cosmetic products 100% natural 

with no additive. We want to fight against dangerous cosmetic products that 

threaten beauty and health of African women. We also want to create a strong 

African brand in the world.

Food & Beverage Company in Maseru, Lesotho which provide fresh,  

organic and homemade jam from local products to guarantee healthy  

products made in Lesotho.

What is your ambition for Africa?

To empower women who wake up every day to make a difference in the lives 

of those around them.

Comores
Ibrahima Sittina Farate
BIOZEN

Lesotho

Lipuo Lydia Nkholi

LIMOMONANE
PRODUCTS

SOUTHERN AFRICA
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We provide computer engineering and digital consulting tailored to our  

clients' needs.

What is your ambition for Africa?

The ambition would be to remain at the cutting-edge of technology and to 

bring Africa at the same level as other countries.

Provides sustainable electricity and energy to Malawians.

The products are both renewable and clean: rechargeable bulbs -  

Inter-operable grid-solar systems - solar panels

What is your ambition for Africa?

Wala aims to create innovative, affordable, high quality, sustainable, clean and 

renewable energy technologies in Malawi and in the long run - Africa.

Malawi
Priscilla Chimwele

WALA

Madagascar

Luana Karen
Andriamamonjy

PROUD GEEK
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SAKILI sells up-cycled, quality products and all kinds of bags. We recently 

launched the Sakili bins and work on reusable sakili sanitary pads. Businesses 

are more sustainable, but they also create new jobs generated by the reusable 

cycle.

What is your ambition for Africa?

I am currently working on expanding the operations of Sakili on mainland 

Africa.

Mozambique
Sara Fakir
IDEIALAB

This entrepreneurial ecosystem's goal is to inspire entrepreneurs,  

support the development of startups, accelerate micro, small and medium  

enterprises' growth, and promote entrepreneurship and innovation.

What is your ambition for Africa?

We are currently developing innovative initiatives, leveraging business and  

strengthening the Mozambican entrepreneurial ecosystem in order to change the 

lives of everyday Mozambicans.

Mauritius

Lalita Purbhoo Jungee

NINETEEN FIFTY
DESIGN & PRINT

SOUTHERN AFRICA
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Swaziland - Eswatini Kingdom
Sonia Paiva
ESWATINI

Help women to create their business in the agricultural sector, providing them 

with expertise, network and know-how for the transformation of the agricultural 

products into food products.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Be self-sufficient in food production and empower women and youth, be  

financially independent in the agricultural sector, and create synergies within the 

African continent to enable us to trade within and out of Africa to the developed 

countries, as our continent will feed the world.

This cosmetic company targets specific African demand while promoting  

products made in Africa with African raw materials.

What is your ambition for Africa?

Supply every salon in Africa and have women agents all over Africa selling our 

products to make extra income.

Namibia
Maria Immanuel

O'NATURE
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MAJOR PATRONS 

WIA Philanthropy thanks its donors for their support and commit-

ment in the development of the WIA Entrepreneurship Programme 54  

Promotion 2018.

BENEFACTORS

MAJOR PATRONS

PATRONS
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The Foundation is proud to have received a great deal of support and strong 

collaboration from major international groups, such as Societe Generale and 

Roland Berger, who assist it in the development and construction of the 

Foundation's flagship programme, WIA entrepreneurship programme 54.

The Honoris United Universities group quickly joined the adventure to help  

develop the training of selected entrepreneurs by offering dedicated training 

in their universities in 2018/2019, organizing and hosting the boot camp in 

Honoris United Universities campus in Marrakech (EMSI).

GFI and the Stop Hunger Foundation, since the creation of the programme 
and the Renault Group, are sponsors of the Foundation and support the  

candidates of the programme 54 in their respective sectors. The Engie  

Foundation has also become a benefactor this year.

WIA ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROGRAMME 54 PATRONS & DONORS
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Its team and the ones of WIA for making this adventure a reality: Hafsat 

Abiola, Tifani Akobe, Sandrine Autissier, Caroline Boudergue, Lila Carrée, 

Léa Cattala, Patricia Coignard, Astrid Combe, Alexandra Delmas,  

Steven Diai, Emilie  Guignard, Helène Guinaudeau, Christine  Holzbauer, 

Zeinabou  Kane, Fréderique  Lainé, Marine  Liboz Thomas, Jacqueline 

Marinoni, Amandine  Schmidt, Louise  Singha, Seynabou Thiam, Aude de 

Thuin, Hubert Zieseniss, Peter Zieseniss.

The jury for having devoted time to the selection of the laureates:

Fatoumata Ba, Thierry Barbaut, Nayé Anna Bathily, Diane Binder, Anne 

Bioulac, Pierre-Antoine Bodin, Charles-Edouard Bouée, Ruth Dresselgn 

Deneke, Mathieu Griffoul, Khaled Igue, Laura Kakon, Cathia Lawson-Hall, 

Axelle Lemaire, Marine Liboz Thomas, Dacia Munezero, Vivian Nwakah, 

Stephen Ozoigbo, Clodine Pincemon, Thierry Quesnel, Vincent Ranaivoson, 

Lubomir Roglev, Marie Chantal Uwitonze.   

Teams of patrons, some pro-bono over the weekend, to make magic  

operate:  

Alice  Altemaire, Anne  Bioulac, Cyril Carretero, Katia  Cheron, Ma-

rie-Claire Dhautefeuille, Etienne Dufresnois, Anne Dujin, Dominique Dumou-

lin, Camille Fabo, Olivier Faust, Éric Foynard, Jean Gaboriau, Jihane Gassab

Caroline de Gezelle, Caroline Guillemin, Justine Haie, Soufiane Idrissi Kaitou-

ni, Zineb el Jazouli, Laura Kakon, Isabelle Kocher, Christophe  Laganne, Ca-

thia Lawson, Agathe Lelu, Mathilde Loing, Cheryn Massali

WIA PHILANTHROPY WOULD LIKE 
TO SPECIAL THANK





wia-initiative.com
#WIAPhilanthropy #WIAProgramme54 #WIAEntrepreneursClub


